Triosorb®-I25 T-3 Diagnostic Kit

The in vitro test unmatched for reproducibility, convenience and accuracy.

Reproducible. Over 15 million tests conducted over the past eight years have made Triosorb® the standard of T-3 tests.

Convenient. The disposable Triosorb® Kit is ready for immediate use at room temperature making it one of the simplest, most convenient thyroid function tests available.

Accurate. Approximately 15 drugs and conditions produce misleading Triosorb®-T-3 test results, compared with over 200 factors which affect PBI.

* Also available as Triosorb®-131.

Tetrasorb®-I25 T-4 Diagnostic Kit

An improved, simplified method for measuring total serum thyroxine with diagnostic accuracy equal to or better than any currently used measures of thyroid function. Unlike other tests, exogenous iodines don’t affect Tetrasorb® results.
The T-7 value completes the thyroid profile.

With LOGIC™ your final step is as easy as 1,2,3.

It's the Abbott method for determining the in vitro free thyroxine index.

T-7 is not a test but a numerical value derived from the multiplication of T-3 and T-4 test values. Because it is a product of two other numbers, the T-7 value will move only when both the T-3 and T-4 values move in the same direction. There are only two physiological conditions which cause this to occur, hypothyroidism and hyperthyroidism. With the exception of those patients receiving liothyronine or d-thyroxine therapy, all other factors which affect thyroid function tests will cause the T-3 and T-4 values to move in opposite directions, and the T-7 value to remain in the normal range.

When you provide the Abbott T-3, T-4 and T-7 values you furnish a complete thyroid profile with unparalleled clinical accuracy.

1. Establish a baseline.
   Pre-set count for 10,000; read the required time from the NIXIE tubes.

2. Take a post-wash reading.
   Pre-set timer for the baseline established in step 1.

3. Read the percentage uptake directly from the NIXIE tubes.
   LOGIC™ provides direct ratio readout in percentage.

   No conversions or calculations needed.
   Minimal chance for error.
With every shipment of a Raytheon isotope scanner, you get a free Mike Bono.

Mike is our customer assurance specialist. And wherever our isotope scanning equipment goes, so goes Mike.

Not a salesman, not a serviceman, he’s something more. A bonus for you, really. It’s his job to insure that every Raytheon nuclear scanner is operating at peak efficiency in its new environment. That includes supervising the installation, training the staff, even running response curves and grey scales if need be. In short, Mike is the link between our equipment’s arrival and your acceptance.

His credentials? Over ten years’ experience in nuclear medicine, including the teaching of various aspects of the science. Now if all this sounds like our equipment needs the help, it’s just not so. The truth is though you didn’t order Mike, and you may not even need him at all, we just thought you deserved the extra assurance. Raytheon Company, Medical Electronics, 190 Willow Street, Waltham, Mass. 02154. Telephone: 617-899-5949.

In medical electronics ... Raytheon makes things happen.
Ask him why he specifies the NEN Technetium-99m generator. He'll tell you that he's tried the others and has chosen NEN because he's found he "doesn't have to worry about generators anymore. The best generator is the one nobody notices."

Because it gets there on time – pre-tested at NEN for sterility, non-pyrogenicity, Molybdenum-99, aluminum, and alumina and other particulates.

Ready to use with no pre- or post-assembly problems... just charge and elute! And the other extras too. Fractional elution and assay kits and MOLY-CODDLER™ radiation reducer.

In other words we worried about everything we could think of – so the man who buys one won't have to. It's the generator nobody notices.

**New England Nuclear**
Radiopharmaceutical Division
Atomlight Place, North Billerica, Mass. 01862
Telephone (617) 667-9531
Reagent system for laboratory determination of T3 (TBG) uptake as a measurement of thyroid function

1. just add sample and water
2. shake and allow to stand (10 minutes)
3. centrifuge and count

SURE!

Now available from General Diagnostics
201 Tabor Rd., Morris Plains, N.J. 07950
(201) 285-3226
Once again, we wouldn’t leave well enough alone!

We’ve added still another refinement to Albumotope®-LS Aggregated Radio-Iodinated [131I] Albumin (Human) for Lung Scanning

- 10-day Sterility Test
We now subject all our material to a 10-day sterility test, before shipping it to you. This is simply another of our ongoing efforts to assure you of optimum product performance and safety.

Since 1968, Squibb improvements in Albumotope-LS have included:
- Reducing Protein Content
Squibb reduced the amount of protein by 50% while maintaining good lung scans.
- Reducing Supernatant Activity
Squibb sharply reduced the amount of radioactivity in the supernatant, decreasing the possibility of liver interference with the lung scan.
- Reducing Unbound Iodine
Squibb substantially reduced the amount of unbound iodine 131, effectively reducing the problem of blood background radioactivity.

CONTRAINDICATIONS:
Radiopharmaceuticals should not be administered to pregnant women or to persons under the age of 18 years unless the indications are very exceptional. Because iodide is excreted in human milk, aggregated radioalbumin should not be administered to nursing mothers.

ADVERSE REACTIONS:
Although the immunological properties of serum albumin are believed to be virtually unaltered by the iodination process, there is a possibility that hypersensitivity reactions may occur in patients receiving additional doses a number of weeks after an initial dose.

The hypothetical possibility that particles of large size might induce deleterious cardiovascular or cerebrovascular effects, postulated by some investigators, has not been borne out in extensive clinical use with Aggregated Radio-lodinated [131I] Albumin (Human).

For full prescribing information, see package insert.

AVAILABLE:
As a sterile, nonpyrogenic, aqueous suspension. Each cc. contains approximately 0.5 mg. aggregated human serum albumin labeled with iodine-131. Not less than 90% of the aggregates are between 10 and 90 microns and none are more than 150 microns in size. The preparation also contains 0.9% (w/v) benzyl alcohol as a preservative. The potency ranges from 250 to 450 microcuries per cc. on date of assay.
Introducing the Pakorol-CTX

First practical way to process oscilloscope scanning film.

Now you can record oscilloscope scanning studies on high quality, low cost, conventional photographic film without banishing a staff member to the darkroom—or letting prohibitive costs limit your exposures. Because now you can process your film on the Pakorol-CTX—practical tabletop processor for conventional photographic film in sheets and rolls.

The CTX handles virtually all B/W film up to 5-inches wide, including ortho-chromatic, high speed and low speed varieties. Delivers film processed and dried in minutes—at a cost of just pennies per frame.

It's easy to get sharp, clear results with the CTX. Anyone on your staff can operate it. Just set the controls and feed the film into the processor. Automatic replenishment, temperature control and precise processing time assure consistent quality results that are impossible to maintain with hand processing. Get the facts on the practical Pakorol-CTX. Find out how you can share it with other departments in your hospital or clinic. Contact your Pako Distributor or write to us.

Pako Corporation
6300 Olson Memorial Highway
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440

Please send me more information about the Pakorol CTX practical processor for oscilloscope scanning film.

NAME________________________
POSITION_______________________
HOSPITAL/CLINIC________________
ADDRESS________________________
CITY_________________STATE_____ZIP_____

PS Processing System for Medical and Industrial X-Ray, Photographic, Motion Picture, and Graphic Arts Industries.
from one single examination cinescintigraphy shows you a complete dynamic uptake process

Replay of the digital magnetic tape gives, on the oscilloscope screen, the dynamic uptake curves for each region: activity versus time. Successive elementary images, corresponding to each point of the curves, could also be displayed.
First seek Strontium 87m

Stercow 87m yields the strontium isotope for bone scanning which combines a low radiation dose with high count rates. Strontium 87m provides you with diagnostic information in a few hours.
RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL DIVISION

Cambridge Nuclear Corporation

575 Middlesex Turnpike
Billerica, Mass. 01821
617-935-4050

P. O. Box 528
Princeton, N. J. 08540
609-799-1133
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Stercow 99m elution curves are the greatest!

Stercow 99m provides the highest Tc99m activities with the highest concentration. That is why our curves are so great. That is why the elution volumes are small. You can have curves as good as ours - with Stercow 99m.
And now, DIGITAL meets the gamma camera.

Small computers from DIGITAL can now be linked to the gamma camera to provide dynamic data acquisition and statistical image enhancement.

The PDP-12 Laboratory Instrument Computer (LINC) and the LAB 8/e are specially tailored for the laboratory environment to acquire and process signals from your instrument. The radiologist uses the full power of a general-purpose laboratory computer to reduce and manipulate data displayed in graphic form on a CRT. Experimental results can be reported and filed in virtually any convenient form.

In the related fields of nuclear medicine and radiotherapy, computers from DIGITAL are helping to provide physicians with better tools for research and clinical evaluation. A large portion of the 12,000-plus computers we have installed around the world are in hospitals and medical research institutions.

Find out more about the advantages of connecting your gamma camera to a computer from DIGITAL. Write for more information. Now.

Digital Equipment Corporation, PDP-12 Division, Main Street, Maynard, Mass. 01754, (617) 897-5111.

digital
Sigma 2. The only spectrometer that automatically computes statistical error.

Sigma 2, Model 200, automatically provides direct readout of net counts per minute...plus statistical error within a 95% confidence level.

The Model 200 is simple to operate, with upper and lower levels calibrated directly in KEV. Just pre-set any of six data accumulation periods from 0.1 to 20 minutes and background subtract in counts per minute. No manual calculations of counts per minute are required...accuracy of measurement is assured. An audible tone signals completion of the measurement.

Raytheon also offers the Model 210, which is similar to conventional spectrometers with one important difference: automatic calculation of 95% confidence error. Its six-decade scaler and 5-decade timer allow a direct percent ratio of sample to a standard.

Both the Model 200 and 210 mate with Raytheon's unique 3-way well counter that accommodates test tubes, syringes, and 1000 ML breakers.

For a free copy of the brochure describing Sigma 2 spectrometers and well counter, return the coupon to Raytheon Company, Medical Electronics, 190 Willow St., Waltham, Mass. 02154. Tel. (617) 899-5949.
This scan was impossible without Ga67

Of course Ga67 is not the single criterion but it represents a valuable contribution to the diagnosis of bronchial carcinoma, thyroid tumours and systemic (R.H.S.) diseases. By its tumour cell affinity Ga67 produces a high tumour to non-tumour ratio. It gives optimal scanning with gamma energies of 92, 185 and 296 keV. Supply is no problem - it is available weekly from Duphar.
buying a scanner... don’t!

First showing June 28, 1971, Society of Nuclear Medicine, Los Angeles.

until you have seen the advantages of the new ELSCINT VIDEOSCANNErer

featuring an entirely new display and processing method

ELSCINT INC.
469 Fullerton Avenue, Elmhurst, Illinois 60126
Phone (312) 834-6586
A technologic advance in T-4 testing
Eliminates centrifuging, incubating and evaporating... cuts testing time significantly

TETRALUTE* is a T-4 test that takes fewer steps and less time than older methods. A technologist can do approximately 60 tests in only 2½ hours.

TETRALUTE measures total thyroxine (both free and bound T-4). It provides information comparable in value to PBI testing, but test results are not distorted by inorganic or organic iodine which so often renders PBI measurements invalid.

In a comparative study, results obtained with TETRALUTE showed a correlation coefficient of 0.95 with results obtained with the Murphy-Pattee T-4 method.* Compared to such T-4 tests, however, TETRALUTE eliminates three time-consuming steps and the need for laboratory equipment to perform them. TETRALUTE obviates the need for centrifuging of specimens, evaporation to dryness plus incubation and subsequent cooling.

For T-3 testing
TRILUTE* requires fewer manipulations than most other T-3 methods. No timing or incubation is required, and a complete test takes only 20 to 25 minutes, compared to one to two hours with older methods.

Certain clinical conditions and treatment with certain drugs can affect the results of thyroid tests so that a euthyroid patient may appear to be hyper- or hypothyroid. When interfering factors are suspected, a “free thyroxine index” which is more representative of true thyroid status, should be calculated from T-3 and T-4 results.

One of the easiest-to-use counting instruments

For added convenience and reliability, both TETRALUTE and TRILUTE may be used advantageously with THYRIMETER®—a self-calculating gamma counting instrument, which displays percent retention automatically and presets all adjustments.

*Braun et al., New Tetrалute® Column T-4 Test for Thyroid Function
Only One Scintillation Camera Data System Does Everything You Require (It Even Communicates in English)

The ND Series 5000

Totally New! The dramatic result of ND's 3 years of growing clinical computer experience.

Designed exclusively for the Nuclear-Medicine diagnostician.

Comes "pre-programmed" to record dynamic and static studies, to enhance obscure boundaries and contours, to produce dynamic function curves for up to eight areas-of-interest (simultaneously!), to produce profile histograms, to quantify area-of-interest data... and to perform several additional tasks which elaborate basic camera images and provide improved documentation for referring physicians.

Interfaces with all gamma cameras.

Can be used "off-line" as an easily programmable (but very able) general purpose computer. With modest practice, the clinician can be developing his own programs to augment those supplied with the Series 5000 Data System.

Disc memory provides millisecond access to any given frame or frame sequence specified.

AVAILABLE FOR YOUR EVALUATION. VISIT US AT BOOTHs 25-28 DURING THE 1971 MEETING OF THE SOCIETY OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE.

To instruct the Series 5000 Data System, the clinician types two letter designators at the CRT control terminal shown. The full verbal equivalent of the two letter instruction appears automatically. If further data is required to complete the given command (for example: which frames specify the beginning and end of an area integration), then the verbal instruction appearing on the CRT terminal pauses to allow entry of required supplementary instructions at the appropriate points.
Enhancement and Analysis of Diagnostic Scintillation Camera Images

Several new and valuable diagnostic routines are available to the Nuclear Medicine department which incorporates digital image analysis and processing into its gamma imaging system. To date, protocols have been developed which yield better visualization of both dynamic and static studies. Current techniques are proving useful in obtaining improved renograms, pancreas images, lung ventilation/perfusion evaluations, residual urine volume determinations, and cerebral blood transit studies. Additional procedures permit improved visualization of organ contours, lesion boundaries, subphrenic abscesses and myocardial perfusion abnormalities. Additionally, with digital image enhancement and processing, clinicians have been provided with data not available at all from the "unassisted" scintillation camera display.

THE DIGITAL DATA SYSTEM: WHAT IT CONTRIBUTES

Among the image enhancement modes available with the digital data system are camera response uniformity correction, isocount contour display, data smoothing and volumetric display. By employing the system's ability to correct for inherent scintillation camera response non-uniformities, the diagnostician is assured that all displayed data is patient data devoid of instrumentation artifacts. Data smoothing allows one to correct for random data by automatically averaging the intensity of each data point with that of each of its neighbors according to a statistical weighting program.

Available data quantitation routines permit specification of any part or all of an image for analysis routines such as fully computerized dynamic function curve plotting, addition or subtraction of data in sequential frames and digital presentation of the total counts in any defined area of interest. With the dynamic function curve plotting capability, time-activity histograms for specified areas-of-interest can be quickly produced from a recorded sequential frame study and automatically displayed on the data system oscilloscope. The ability of the data system to add or subtract data in adjacent frames allows a frame with insufficient data for clear visualization to have data from the next frame added to yield increased data with a resultant improvement in visualization. Conversely, an "overloaded" frame can have data subtracted to yield better visualization. Finally the area of interest data quantitation capability allows the diagnostician to compare the total accumulated counts in one region of the study with those in another. Quantitative pre- and post-treatment radionuclide uptake or excretion comparisons may also be made.

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS

Renograms

Standard split-crystal 131I hippuran renograms yield data not only on renal excretion, but also on any other activity within the field-of-view. Consequently, unilateral obstruction resulting in accumulated activity within a ureter could easily distort the renogram. Or, in pediatric renal studies, and in ectopically located renal transplants, accumulated data within the bladder can tend to distort the true renal excretion pattern.

With the Series 5000, separate areas-of-interest within the recorded renal excretion study may be specified by the clinician. These areas-of-interest may be established to correspond only to the right and left renal contours, or to regions within the kidneys. Then, after appropriate brief instructions (typed in at the video data terminal), complete right and left renograms appear on the Series 5000 oscilloscope. Since the renograms represent activity only within the defined areas-of-interest, distorting background data, activity within the ureters and accumulated bladder activity do not mask renal activity. Such accurate dynamic renal function curves can be generated from the recorded renal studies within seconds.

Cerebral Blood Transit

The ability of the Series 5000 to generate dynamic function curves for up to eight areas-of-interest means that right versus left cerebral blood transit comparisons can be made for four different regions simultaneously. Thus, dynamic activity curves comparing comparable regions within the cerebral hemispheres and right versus left carotid blood transit can be displayed in seconds.

Static Study Analysis

While film has been, traditionally, the solitary recording medium for scintillation camera "data", it has some significant shortcomings. For example, if poor exposures are obtained, the patient must be recalled for an additional study at corrected scintillation camera control settings. On the other hand, by acquiring the initial study and storing it within the disc or tape memory of the Series 5000, exposures can be made electronically. The need for a second study is eliminated because the clinician selects and displays the "ideal" amount of data to be photographed prior to making the actual exposure. Furthermore, the image enhancement capabilities of the Series 5000 Data System significantly extend the clinicians ability to visualize data which is obscured in conventional analog scintigraphs.

Techniques for elaborating basic static camera data with the Series 5000 Data System include image superimposition, normalization, field uniformity correction, data area-of-interest integration and contrast enhancement of displayed images.

And More!

New techniques for obtaining increased diagnostic clinical data through image enhancement and analysis are constantly being developed by ND Data System users. And, with their help, ND has found several new ways to make the communication between diagnostician and clinical computer a productive and rewarding interaction. We'd like you to find out just how useful (and helpful) scintillation camera data analysis can be in your facility. For demonstrations of the new Series 5000 Data System, visit us at booths 25-28 during the 1971 Meeting of The Society of Nuclear Medicine.

You will also want to evaluate the totally new Series 5000 Scintillation Camera and Tomographic Camera systems. Both cameras incorporate unique technological and performance innovations. And both cameras will be available for your inspection at "SNM '71".
We never stop exploring ways to make the operation of your hot lab safer and more convenient. Our latest endeavor is SYSTEM 75, a convenient and economical assembly of equipment and accessories:

The first item is our Technetium-99m Sterile Generator with its specially designed auxiliary shield which provides a total of 3 full inches of lead shielding. Then there's the Mediac® Dose Calibrator which enables you to conveniently assay the technetium and to check for molybdenum. A radium standard is included, too, to check instrument function and to calibrate the instrument. Also included is a Portable Area Monitor that continually monitors the radiation level in your hot lab. All this for a low weekly service charge—not much more than the cost of the Tc-99m Generator alone.

An extra bonus: after approximately 2 years, all the components become yours! Your only expense after that is for your weekly Technetium Generator.

To get the complete story on the unique new SYSTEM 75, call us collect at 312-593-6300.
PGL Model 600: A Modest Revolution

If we told you that the PGL Model 600 was specifically designed for Nuclear Medicine, each component from inception specifically designed to fulfill the exact requirements of clinical scintiphotography by combining camera, lens, timer, power supply and bezel mount in one integral unit, would you call this a modest revolution? How about daylight loading of 70 mm film, 150 feet of it, 720 exposures, automatic threading—advancing—cutting—releasing, up to 10 exposures per second, film advance and shutter time of 30 milliseconds, two exposure counters? Are we reaching you? How about direct viewing of 70 mm film without a projector, or the view port for direct viewing of CRT, or the data card for on-film recording of patient information? The high speed film transport is 10 times faster than the 35 mm Nikon, 25 times faster than the 70 mm Hasselblad. Modest revolution? If we're reaching you, reach us at PGL.

Write to PGL, 1280 Columbus, San Francisco, Ca 94133, Phone (415-474-6338)
now TLD is as easy as:

A set dosimeter selection switch
B check calibration
C press start

with the new
TELEDYNE ISOTOPES
7300 TLD READER
Important notice to all Dynacamera 2 owners.

(And anyone else interested in a scintillation camera.)

Whether you now have a Dynacamera 2—or just contemplate the purchase of a scintillation camera—we have news for you. And an offer.

The Dynacamera 2 is now being widely used for an impressive variety of both static and dynamic studies. Picker is working with many of the institutions using Dynacamera 2 and is assembling a collection of "application data sheets" showing the versatility and usefulness of this instrument. These data sheets outline in detail the techniques currently being used for many important studies including: static views of brain, lung, liver, thyroid, and kidney; dynamic function studies of brain, heart, lung, kidneys.

We want all Dynacamera 2 users to see what others are doing, and we also want all prospective scintillation camera owners to be fully familiar with the capabilities of this impressive device. Accordingly, fill in the coupon below so that we can fill you in. Or, write Picker Corporation, 333 State Street, North Haven, Connecticut 06473. Thank you.

Picker Corporation, 333 State Street, North Haven, Connecticut 06473

Please send the Dynacamera 2 applications data sheets.

Name

Title

Department

Organization

Address

__________________________________________ Zip __________

PICKER
Here are the four questions before buying a rectilinear

1. Does the control panel follow the set-up sequence in a logical left to right pattern? GRAPHIC™ does, and the detector head has a built-in rate meter to make positioning easier and more accurate. It’s obviously designed with the user in mind.

2. Does it offer a choice of digital mode scanning or selectable fixed levels of film density, contrast enhancement and background erase? GRAPHIC™ does, plus scan speeds of 10 to 750 cm/min. and a dual position 14” x 17” film cassette. This allows you to scan 17” across the chest or lengthwise along the body. Graphic has a wide range of capabilities.

3. Is there a collimator locking system to make changing or removing collimators easier and guard against dropping? GRAPHIC™ has one. It was designed with patient and operator safety in mind. A remote handset with a deadman switch positions the detector head while protecting against accidental movement.

4. Is the manufacturer a full line supplier? Abbott Laboratories is the first and only full-line supplier of nuclear instruments and radio-pharmaceuticals. Our continuing interest in your business assures you of prompt, reliable servicing of all your needs.

Before you buy a rectilinear scanner, ask your Abbott Radio-Pharmaceutical Representative about the GRAPHIC™.
you should ask
scanner:
"Although perfusion lung scanning has proved clinically useful in the diagnosis of pulmonary embolism, many other disorders that affect ventilation can produce abnormalities of regional pulmonary blood flow. Therefore, some additional test is required for a specific diagnosis of pulmonary embolism."

"The Xe\textsuperscript{133} ventilatory lung scan is a simple and sensitive method of distinguishing pulmonary embolism from other causes of perfusion abnormality. In embolism without infarction, the embolic area of the lung appears underperfused but well aerated. This is reflected on lung scans by relatively normal ventilation in association with appreciable perfusion abnormalities. In other pulmonary diseases, the ischemic regions are also poorly ventilated."
But how do you administer $\text{Xe}^{133}$ Gas accurately, safely and conveniently?

**THE PGL MODEL 700**

The first portable self contained system for the automatic administration of $\text{Xe}^{133}$ Gas to allow optimal and reproducible ventilation studies.

**Unique clinical features:**

- Automated to assure the precise control of $\text{Xe}^{133}$ Gas administered.
- Designed for single technician operation.
- Versatility in programming allows you to vary the clinical regimen (for example, tidal volume inspiration, maximum inspiration, rebreathing, etc.)
- Adaptable to any patient position (seated, supine etc.)

For complete specifications and ordering information contact:
PGL, 1280 Columbus Avenue, San Francisco, Ca. 94133 (415) 474-6338
Plan now to expand your scintillation camera capabilities to pulmonary function studies. Include in those plans the 50 years of Collins' respiratory testing instrumentation experience. Keep your testing current with the latest technique in lung function studies. Both single breath and continuous breathing maneuvers are performed simply and accurately, using a safely shielded Collins Respirometer.

Write or call us collect (617 843-0610) to help you plan your Xenon pulmonary testing system.

Xenon Pulmonary Studies?

Complete your program with these features:
- 9 or 13.5 Liter capacity Respirometer
- Internally occluded for minimum Xenon gas requirements
- Lead shielded for operator safety
- Petcock for admitting Xenon, or
- Ampule crushing device
- Motor Blower for complete mixing
- Valves for flushing patient and Spirometer into hood
- CO₂ Absorber
Actually, 700 hospitals with fewer than 200 beds have already established Departments of Nuclear Medicine. And we have ample evidence—that we'll be pleased to share with you—that the gain justifies the effort.

What do you gain? How do small hospitals train their staffs for nuclear medicine? How do they go about getting AEC-licensed? Where in the world do they find space in their institutions for new equipment? How can they possibly afford it? Isn't it really a tremendous bother?

If you clip the coupon, we'll try to answer those questions. If the coupon is missing, just write to Picker Corporation, 333 State Street, North Haven, Connecticut 06473 and ask for information on starting a Department of Nuclear Medicine.
Feel free to answer the phone.

Your T3 tubes are incubating nicely. Only 30 seconds to go. Then... someone calls you to the telephone! It could be one of a hundred important sorts of message. And if the T3 test you are using is time and temperature dependent, you may have to spend valuable time in making mathematical calculations to allow for the interruption.

With Thyopac-3 you avoid that risk no time/temperature correction is needed. Yet there is no loss of accuracy and reliability. Thyopac-3 makes savings in other ways too: only 0.1 ml of serum is required for each test; no filtration or washing is required; all the materials needed for the test—12 vials of adsorbent granules in T3-I 125 buffer and 1 bottle of desiccated standard serum are presented in a kit designed to act as a test tube stand. So the whole kit is very simple and easy to use. With just a little practice you could do ten tests in 45 minutes! If you think this all sounds too good to be true—just ask some of your colleagues who use Thyopac-3. Or write to the Radiochemical Centre for full information. In the meantime we promise not to telephone you.

Use Thyopac*-3 for T3 testing.

*Trademark

The Radiochemical Centre, Amersham, Bucks
Available in USA, Canada and S. America from Amersham/Searle
2636 S. Clearbrook Drive, Arlington Heights, Illinois 6005, USA
THESE STUDIES WERE DONE WITH THE AID OF AN $85 TFS.™

HONEST.

CDS PRODUCTS, P.O. BOX 198, CENTEREACH, NEW YORK OR CALL (212) 372-2689

*TFS, Transmission Flood Source. © 1971 CDS Products. Scans contributed by Nathan A. Solomon, PhD, MD, Downstate Medical Center, Dept of Nuclear Medicine.
Which of these scintillation camera features are you willing to do without?

They all do one thing: increase your diagnostic certainty.

1. Lesion count vs. surrounding tissue count. (Such quantitation goes far beyond a mere picture by giving you "hard data" to work with.)

2. "Lesion characterization capability" that takes you to the next logical diagnostic step. (Such characterization goes far beyond mere identification by helping to determine the type of lesion you're confronting.)

3. Large field size achieved with a large crystal. (Avoids the image distortion typical of diverging collimators.)

4. Simple uniformity check, easily, anytime. (Provides assurance that what you see is of clinical significance and not a result of instrument malfunction.)

5. Isotope push-button selection. (More reproducible, more dependable, much faster.)

6. Image enhancement system option. (With contrast enhancement, background suppression, and readout in color—all of which amplify discreetness of small lesions.)

If you're unwilling to forego any of these features that serve to improve your diagnostic certainty, look to Dynacamera™ 2. It is the only scintillation camera that puts your diagnostic needs above all other considerations. For further information and a series of “application data sheets,” speak to your local Picker representative or write Picker Corporation, Dept. E12, 333 State Street, North Haven, Connecticut 06473.
INTRODUCING THE FIRST INSULIN TEST WITH A BUILT-IN SECOND ANTIBODY

Phadebas Insulin Test

Radioimmunoassay with insulin antibodies covalently coupled to Sephadex® as the solid phase support.
Makes small- and large-scale insulin testing of serum and other body fluids simpler, faster and more convenient than ever before possible.
The solid phase principle at work in insulin testing

A. Sephadex Anti-Insulin complex and labelled insulin are mixed with insulin standard or unknown sample.

B. Mixture is incubated for a minimum of three hours or overnight. Insulin in the serum competes with the added radioactive insulin for a place on the Sephadex Anti-Insulin complex.

C. Solid particles are centrifuged and washed.

D. Radioactivity measured. Standard curve is prepared and insulin levels “read”.

New Phadebas® Insulin Test for faster, more accurate results

- eliminates time-consuming procedures of conventional double-antibody methods—no refrigeration, microfiltration, buffer preparations
- room temperature testing and incubation—with shorter incubation time—three hours or overnight
- meets rigid clinical standards—specific, sensitive and reproducible. Covers wide range of serum levels from 3 μU/ml to 320 μU/ml
- self-contained kit—stable for 4 months, ready for immediate testing, enough for 100 determinations

If you would like to see the Pharmacia Representative for more complete details, simply mail in the coupon below to:

Phadebas® Insulin Test
Pharmacia Laboratories Inc.
800 Centennial Avenue
Piscataway, New Jersey 08854

NAME & TITLE

HOSPITAL OR LABORATORY

STREET

CITY STATE ZIP

Contents of the kit
(4 x 10 ml vials)
Sephadex Anti-Insulin complex—lyophilized; Insulin standard (320 μU/ml after reconstitution)—lyophilized; Insulin [125I] (8ng/μl 3 mCi at date of manufacture)—lyophilized; Buffer substance
When you want more data from your scintillation camera studies . . .

RBE offers four effective, reliable instruments combining scientific accuracy and clinical ease of operation:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1</strong></td>
<td><strong>2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Image Recorder</strong> — Records camera signals at 3 speeds on 1/4&quot; tape — less than 1% data losses at 400K CPM — model 600M</td>
<td><strong>Dual Area Generator</strong> — Quantify two independent areas of interest from tape or directly from the camera — model 500M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3</strong></td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Variable Persistence Monitor</strong> — Forms a dynamic and coherent image for visual reference during study — model 553</td>
<td><strong>Dual Channel Recording Ratemeter</strong> — designed to provide a permanent record of dynamic events — model 200MR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Write or call collect:

**RIVERSIDE BIO-ENGINEERING, INC.**
Phone (714) 682-5025 • 4217 Luther Street • Riverside, California 92506
Squibb takes the mercury out of kidney scanning.
The Non-Mercurial Renal Scan

A convenient, easy-to-use kit for preparing technetium 99m-DTPA—a renal scanning compound that gives you all these advantages:
- low radiation exposure to the kidney
- sustained activity in the kidney for conventional rectilinear scans
- doses prepared in minutes, utilizing $^{99m}$Tc eluate from your Technetope® II (Technetium 99m) Sterile Generator.

After intravenous injection, $^{99m}$Tc-DTPA is rapidly cleared by the normal kidney. Sufficient activity remains in the kidney, however, to permit conventional scans at two hours after injection.

Unlike radiomercurial compounds for renal scanning, the much shorter physical half-life of technetium 99m (only six hours) greatly reduces the radiation exposure to the kidney.

Toxicity due to DTPA is not a major problem with the dose of chelate administered in subjects with either normal or depressed renal function.

With Renotec, doses can be prepared in minutes, as you need them, utilizing the $^{99m}$Tc eluate from your Technetope® II (Technetium 99m) Sterile Generator.

New Versatility For Your Squibb Generator

The Technetope II (Technetium 99m) Sterile Generator provides a means of obtaining a sterile, non-pyrogenic supply of technetium 99m for use with two different Squibb diagnostic kits: the new Renotec (Technetium 99m-DTPA) Kit and the Tesuloid® (Technetium 99m-Sulfur Colloid) Kit (an easy-to-use kit for preparing technetium 99m-sulfur colloid solution for liver and spleen scanning).

See next page for brief summary.
New Renotec™ Kit
(Technetium 99m-Diethylenetriamine Pentaacetic Acid [DTPA])
The non-mercurial renal scan.

The RENOTEC (Technetium 99m-Diethylenetriamine Pentaacetic Acid [DTPA]) Kit includes: 1) 5 vials (2 cc. each) of Sterile Reaction Solution providing 5 mg. ferric chloride per cc. and 2.5 to 5 mg. ascorbic acid per cc.; 2) 5 Unimatic® Disposable Syringes (2 cc. each) containing Sterile 0.07N Sodium Hydroxide Solution providing 2.8 mg. sodium hydroxide per cc.; and 3) 5 Unimatic Disposable Syringes (2 cc. each) containing Sterile DTPA Solution providing 2.5 mg. diethylenetriamine pentaacetic acid per cc.

The TESULOID (Technetium 99m-Sulfur Colloid) Kit includes: 1) 5 vials (3 cc. each) of Sterile Sulfur Colloid Reaction Mixture providing 4 mg. sodium thiosulfate, 3 mg. gelatin, 8.5 mg. potassium phosphate, and 0.93 mg. disodium edetate per cc.; 2) 5 Unimatic Disposable Syringes (2 cc. each) containing Sterile 0.25N Hydrochloric Acid Solution providing 9 mg. hydrochloric acid per cc.; and 3) 5 Unimatic Disposable Syringes (2 cc. each) containing Sterile Buffer Solution providing 35 mg. sodium biphosphate and 10 mg. sodium hydroxide per cc.

TECHNETOPE II (Technetium 99m) Sterile Generator provides a means of obtaining a sterile, non-pyrogenic supply of technetium 99m as sodium pertechnetate.

Warnings: The contents of the syringes in the Renotec Kit and the Tesuloid Kit should not be injected directly into a patient.

Use in pregnancy—These agents should not be administered to women who are pregnant or who may become pregnant and during lactation unless the indications are exceptional and the need for the agent outweighs the possible potential risk from the radiation exposure involved.

Since sodium pertechnetate 99mTc may be taken up by the fetus and excreted in human milk, administration of the preparation during pregnancy and lactation is not recommended.

Formula feedings should be substituted for breast feedings if these agents must be administered to the mother during lactation.

99mTc-DTPA, 99mTc-S colloid, and sodium pertechnetate 99mTc should not be administered to persons less than 18 years of age unless the expected benefit outweighs the hazards. It should be noted that although radiopharmaceuticals are not generally used in individuals under 18, procedures using 99mTc-DTPA or 99mTc-S colloid are occasionally necessary in such patients. The low internal radiation dosage of 99mTc-DTPA makes it a very satisfactory agent when scans of the kidney, brain, or blood vessels are necessary in young patients. The low internal radiation dosage of sodium pertechnetate makes it a very satisfactory agent when liver or spleen scans are necessary in young patients.

Radiopharmaceuticals, produced by nuclear reactor or cyclotron, should be used only by physicians who are qualified by specific training in the safe use and safe handling of radioisotopes and whose experience and training have been approved by the appropriate federal or state agency authorized to license the use of radioisotopes.

When obtaining elutions from Technetope II (Technetium 99m) Sterile Generator, proper radiation safety precautions should be maintained at all times. The column containing 99mMo need not be removed from the lead shield at any time. There is a high radiation field surrounding an unshielded column. Solutions of sodium pertechnetate 99mTc withdrawn from the column should always be adequately shielded. The early elutions from the generator are highly radioactive.

Import: Since material obtained from the generator may be intended for intravenous administration, aseptic technique must be strictly observed in all handling. The stoppers of the elution bottle, the elution tube, and of the collecting vial, as well as both rubber closures in the generator column, should be swabbed with a suitable germicide before each entry. All entries into the generator column must be made aseptically with sterile needles. Only the eluent provided should be used to elute the generator. Use a fresh milking tube and collecting vial for each elution; sufficient equipment is provided for this purpose. All equipment used to collect or administer sodium pertechnetate 99mTc must be sterile. Do not administer material eluted from the generator if there is any evidence of foreign matter.

NOTE: The Renotec Kit and the Tesuloid Kit are not radioactive. However, after the eluted 99mTc is added, adequate shielding of the resulting preparation should be maintained.

Precautions: When using radioactive material, care should be taken to insure minimum radiation exposure to the patient (i.e., by using the smallest dose of radioactivity consistent with safety and validity of data) as well as to all personnel directly or indirectly involved with the patient. Before a test is repeated in the same patient, the need should be carefully evaluated; this is especially true in younger patients.

Each elution from Technetope II (Technetium 99m) Sterile Generator should be assayed before use for 99mTc activity and for the possible presence of 99Mo. Material containing more than 5 microcuries of 99Mo per dose of 99mTc pertechnetate exceeds Atomic Energy Commission limits and should not be administered. Poor gastrointestinal absorption of an oral dose of pertechnetate and resultant low blood radioactivity levels have been observed in the postprandial state, in seriously ill patients, and in a small number of normal, fasting individuals. Since pertechnetate is concentrated by the gastric mucosa and the salivary glands, secretions of the digestive tract are radioactive and may cause artifacts on the cranial scan. Therefore, all possible care should be taken to avoid extracranial contamination, not only for the protection of patients and of hospital personnel but also to avoid obtaining a falsely positive scan due to extracranial radiation. Any condition which alters the blood-brain barrier or the normal cranial vasculature may cause abnormal areas of increased radioactivity. The brain scan with sodium pertechnetate 99mTc is therefore likely to be abnormal in patients with scalp contusions or acute head injuries. Following a craniotomy, uptake of radioactivity is increased throughout the operative field, usually for only a few weeks but in some instances for prolonged periods. Since cerebral radiographic techniques temporarily affect the blood-brain barrier, brain scanning with sodium pertechnetate 99mTc should precede cerebral angiography when possible, or should be postponed for several days thereafter. A negative brain scan does not rule out the possibility of a lesion and should therefore never be considered diagnostically conclusive. Because the normal vascular structures are more apparent on a 99mTc pertechnetate scan than on a radiochloromerodrin scan, and because the choroid plexus may be visible, it is particularly important to recognize the appearance of a normal brain scan when 99mTc pertechnetate is used, in order to avoid incorrect interpretation.

NOTE: The Renotec Kit and the Tesuloid Kit were designed for use with the sodium pertechnetate eluate obtained from a Technetope II Sterile Generator. It is recommended that only Technetope II be used as the source of sodium pertechnetate with the Renotec Kit and the Tesuloid Kit unless the user has demonstrated that other sources of 99mTc are consistently compatible and meet the standards of Technetope II.

SQUIBB
Division of Nuclear Medicine
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903
© E. R. Squibb & Sons, Inc. 1970
Your eyes are great
but your brain is better.

Staring at a supposed lesion on a scintigram is one thing; knowing its count rate is quite another. Some scintillation cameras ask you to base your diagnosis exclusively on a picture. Dynacamera 2 goes far beyond this and gives you the numbers.

You can precisely determine lesion count vs. normal surrounding tissue count. Or count one region vs. another. With Dynacamera 2.

You can provide a referring physician with comparative quantitative data. (Ideal for eyes not as expert as yours in judging scintigrams.)

Such quantitation is the inevitable next advance in confident diagnosis with a scintillation camera. And it's available now with the Dynacamera 2. No one else offers it.

Obviously we quarrel not with Dr. Sam Johnson who said: "...to count is a modern practice, the ancient method was to guess."

Finally, this is just one of many ways in which the Dynacamera 2 provides you with what you want most: maximum diagnostic certainty. What else, after all, is there?

Very valuable for looking at scintigrams. Except for the situations when one's eyes may be deceived.

Speak to your local Picker man or drop us a line. We'll forward detailed information on the Dynacamera 2 and a series of Dynacamera 2 "application data sheets." Picker Corporation, Dept. A12, 333 State Street, North Haven, Connecticut 06473.
The Baird-Atomic Scanner sees more patients.
It's that simple.

- Set-up is simple, for one thing. And so is operation, for another. The technician stays right there at the Scanner head. The B/A Scanner performs all views without repositioning the patient. It has the highest possible scan speed.
- A new concept in collimation and minification means portal to portal time (including 5 scans) is reduced to that of a dual detector . . with no misleading artifacts.
- And optional vertical scanning further compounds the value.
- Performance? Ask the dozens of people who have them.
- The B/A Scanner gives you greater patient comfort and greater patient through-put.
- You'll want to know more, of course.
- Just write or call. It's that simple.

Baird-Atomic, 125 Middlesex Turnpike, Bedford, MA 01730. (617) 276-6208
CDS announces a breakthrough in the safe storage and handling of radio isotopes.

It's a modular system that grows to fit your needs. And without outgrowing your budget.

The module shown here is the beginning to growing your own hot lab. It's complete in itself, yet part of the larger system.

And you can put it anywhere you want. Even on a counter top to start.

So write or call us to help you plant your first hot lab: CDS Products, P.O. Box 198, Centereach, N.Y. Or call (212) 372-2689.
The Pediatric Renal Study

Simplifying Difficult Renogram-Renal Scintiphoto Studies with the Nuclear-Chicago Pho/Gamma® Scintillation Camera Data-Store/Playback System

The methodology for simultaneously producing renograms and renal scintiphotos with 131I hippuran has been well described. Occasionally the upper urinary tracts may be in proximity to the bladder or an iliac conduit. Positioning with the split-crystal technique then becomes difficult. This is particularly so in infants, or in patients with iliac conduits, cutaneous ureterostomies, or transplanted kidneys. An answer to these problems, however, exists in the area-of-interest specification capabilities of the Nuclear-Chicago Pho/Gamma Data-Store/Playback System. Data may be recorded and stored on magnetic tape and then graphically recorded from selected regions of interest to exclude activity from unwanted regions in the resultant renograms.

SETTING UP. The camera is positioned so that the organ of interest is closest to the collimator face. Thus, in renal studies, the detector head would normally be located posteriorly. In renal transplants, however, the detector head may be placed anteriorly. The field of view when using the Data-Store/Playback System may include not only the upper urinary tracts but also the bladder or iliac conduit.

ISOTOPE AND DOSE. For renal transplant evaluation, the vascular phase is recorded with 99mTc pertechnetate administered in a bolus of 125 μCi/lb.

For the renogram-renal scintiphoto study, 131I hippuran (50-100 μCi for children and 100-250 μCi for adults) is given intravenously after blocking the thyroid with a single dose of Lugol's solution.

DATA ACCUMULATION. In the renal transplant evaluation, pertechnetate transit through the transplant is recorded within the first two minutes following injection. After this time, background activity may prohibit adequate delineation of the kidney. This phase of the examination is recorded on magnetic tape which is subsequently played back to make Polaroid scintiphotos.

In the renogram-renal scintiphoto study, data is also recorded on the Data-Store/Playback System. While recording patient data, activity within the kidney can be simultaneously monitored on the system's Persistence Scope and recorded on Polaroid film from the "A"-scope of the Pho/Gamma. The recording is terminated when the majority of the radionuclide has been excreted or there is obvious retention of the radionuclide within the renal collecting system.

Areas of interest are chosen to encompass the kidney or kidneys and to exclude the ureters or urinary bladder. The relative count rates within these defined areas of interest can then be graphically displayed by using the Dual-Pen/Chart Recording System.

CASE HISTORIES. Case Study No. 1: A four-month-old male infant was admitted with a severe electrolyte imbalance following prolonged diarrhea. A cardiac arrest occurred and, subsequently, diminished renal function and a urinary tract infection were documented. While renal function was gradually returning to normal, an intravenous urogram was unsuccessful due to the collecting system being obscured by overlying gastrointestinal debris and gas. A radionuclide renogram was therefore requested.

The proximity of activity within the upper urinary tracts to that within the bladder is illustrated in Figure 1. Split-crystal technique yielded the renogram shown in Figure 2. The irregularity of the tracing is due in part to patient motion. The flatness of the excretion curve results from activity within the bladder. The study was simultaneously recorded on the Nuclear-Chicago Data-Store/Playback System for later evaluation. Electronically selected areas of interest were then positioned over the image of the upper urinary tracts in order to exclude the bladder area (Figure 3). The renogram was then recorded (Figure 4) and a definite excretion pattern is recognized.

Case Study No. 2: This 12-year-old female with chronic pyelonephritis experienced renal failure necessitating hemodialysis. Renal transplant was subsequently performed. During the initial postoperative evaluation of the transplant, the integrity of the vascular anastomosis is demonstrated with a 99mTc pertechnetate transit study. The kidney is well outlined during the vascular phase (Figure 5). The 131I hippuran study of the transplant was recorded with the Data-Store/Playback System and...
then reproduced through a chart recorder. The defined area of interest (Figure 6) resulted in a satisfactory post-transplant renal-function renogram (Figure 7). There is some retention, however, within the slightly dilated ureter. Routine positioning with the split-crystal technique would have led to recording of activity not only from within the kidney, but also from a portion of the dilated ureter (in spite of exclusion of the bladder by oblique positioning of the patient) and an unnecessary artifact would have thus been introduced into the renogram.

**DISCUSSION.** The technique of simultaneous recording of renograms and renal scintiphotos with the Pho/Gamma has proven to be a versatile method for examining the kidneys. With conventional split-crystal techniques, the existence of data from the bladder presents difficult positioning problems when making renograms. This is also the case with infants within whom the upper urinary tracts are relatively close to the bladder; in ectopically located kidneys, whether congenital or iatrogenic; or when collecting devices such as cutaneous ureterostomies or ilial conduits make routine positioning impossible. However, the Data-Store/Playback System, with its area-of-interest analysis capabilities, provides a means of obviating such positioning difficulties. Only data from pertinent, selected areas are displayed in the renograms.

The transit study through a transplanted kidney has proven of use in the immediate post-operative period. It permits evaluation of the vascular integrity of the renal transplant. In instances where a normal renal outline is not visualized, contrast arteriography should be performed for further evaluation. In addition to vascular obstructions, acute rejection phenomena may slow circulation within the kidney sufficiently to prevent a normal vascular appearance with the radionuclide transit study, regardless of intact vascularity.

**CONCLUSIONS.** The Data-Store/Playback System minimizes positioning considerations when recording renograms and renal scintiphotos. Areas of interest can be selected to exclude unnecessary and distorting data, thus providing a more significant study for interpretation.

**CASE STUDY NO. 1. SIMULTANEOUS RENOGRA-M-RENAL SCINTPHOTO STUDY.**

![Case Study 1](image)

**CASE STUDY NO. 2. RENAL TRANSPLANT EVALUATION.**

![Case Study 2](image)

*Arrows indicate the electronically generated areas of interest. Note varied sizes and shapes.*
You may now have, with the use of a RADX isotope dosecalibrator, the capability of measuring, in 5 seconds or less, the amount of molybdenum contamination to be found in the total vial of eluent produced from a technetium generator.

1. Available in 2 models: Mark IV (analog readout), Mark V (digital readout).
2. Capable of instantaneously assaying any commercially produced radionuclide.
3. Electronic computation of the volume to be injected for a prescribed millicurie dose.

We will send you a descriptive brochure which also explains the details of our unequalled warranty and service policy.

Contact
RADX CORP
P. O. Box 19164
Houston, Texas 77024.
Phone (713) 468-9628.
Forget that our scintillation camera is easy to operate.

Remember something more important.

More important: it's the easiest camera to work with when your goal is diagnostic certainty. No camera approaches the Dynacamera™ 2 in providing the only thing you really care about: as much reliable information as possible.

Example: the Dynacamera 2 doesn't ask you to base your diagnosis exclusively on a picture. We give you hard numbers: lesion count vs. surrounding tissue count, or count of one region vs. another. (Exclusive with Dynacamera 2.)

Example: the Dynacamera 2 has a built-in "lesion characterization capability" which takes you to the next logical diagnostic step. (Exclusive with Dynacamera 2.)

Example: the Dynacamera 2 lets you diagnose the machine before you diagnose the patient. Built-in, easy-to-operate systems tell you whether the instrument is behaving properly. The instrument doesn't ask you to take anything on faith. (Exclusive with Dynacamera 2.)

For other examples of how the Dynacamera 2 is absolutely unique in its emphasis on diagnostic certainty and for detailed Dynacamera 2 "application data sheets"—speak to your Picker man. Or write Picker Corporation, Dept. B12, 333 State Street, North Haven, Connecticut 06473.

START
Conuclear Instrumentation for function studies

The "Conuclitron" series offers:
- Convenience and ease of operation due to functional design
- Capability for future expansion
- Reliability with minimum maintenance required
- Economy of outlay

The Conuclitron Series presents an ideal method of updating older less versatile systems to present-day standards.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODELS</th>
<th>APPLICATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Channel Digital Systems.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 88S/505-1/611D</td>
<td>- Thyroid, Liver Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Channel Analog Systems</td>
<td>- Flow Studies etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 88S/505-1/621A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Channel Digital Systems.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 88S2/505-2/612D</td>
<td>- Dynamic Function Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Channel Analog Systems</td>
<td>- Renography, Flow Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model 88S2/505-2/622A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other Conuclear Products include:
- "ISOTRON", a coincidence counting system for the measurement of myocardial blood flow, using RB.84.
- 3 & 4 Channel Renography Systems with blood background analog subtraction.
- Digital rate meter with data output for printer or paper tape punch.
- Special Systems built to order.

For further details, prices, and delivery information, contact: CONUCLEAR LTD.

MANUFACTURERS OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS

551 Ferry Road, Winnipeg 21, CANADA. Telephone (204) 783-4770.
Finally.. THE PGL MODEL 500
A Table for Imaging
With a Movable Top

The "floating" top overhangs to allow supine posterior brain views. Ten inches of travel in both longitudinal and lateral planes.

Graduated calibration scale and positive cam locks assures reproducible positioning.

No crossmembers or support bars to interfere with placement of probes, scanner heads, or camera detectors.

WE WILL ARRANGE FOR YOU TO SEE ONE IN CLINICAL USE
WRITE OR CALL COLLECT

1280 COLUMBUS AVE. SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94133 (415) 474 6338
Bone Scintigraphy Using Fluorine-18
Pinhole Collimator-Scintillation Camera Images

Whole Body Survey
Anterior View

Close Up Images

Lumbar Spine (Posterior)
Normal

Lumbar Spine (Posterior)
Ca. Breast

Pelvis (Posterior)
Normal

Pelvis (Posterior)
Ca. Breast

Pelvis (Anterior)
Normal

Pelvis (Anterior)
Ca. Prostate

Lesions are commonly found in the axial skeleton and a complete skeletal survey should include imaging of limbs as well as trunk.5

Scintillation camera images 2 to 4 hours after I.V. administration of 2 to 4 mCi of $^{18}$F required 3 to 10 min. exposures each.
Radioisotopic Imaging of Bone in Clinical Medicine

**Review**

Various radioisotopes are known to preferentially accumulate in both malignant and benign lesions of bone. When such radioisotope accumulation is detected and imaged, using suitable instrumentation, clinically useful information is frequently obtained which cannot be readily acquired using other methods. Examples of this are the detection of primary and metastatic tumors in bone. Tumors metastatic to bone most commonly spread to spongy (trabecular) bone. Such lesions can be visualized by X-ray examination only when they are greater than 1.5 cm in diameter and 50% to 75% of the local calcium is lost. Localization of radioisotopes in the region of metastases has been shown to be an earlier and more sensitive indicator of the presence of bony metastases than that provided by conventional radiographic techniques. While Strontium-85 was the radioisotope most commonly used in initial studies, subsequent evaluations have shown fluorine-18 to be a superior radioisotope since its use results in both improved image quality and markedly lower radiation dose to the patient.

**Indications**

The suspicion of malignant neoplastic involvement of bone, either primary or metastatic, is the principal indication for performance of a radioisotopic study of bone. Such a possibility should be considered in the primary evaluation of patients with a diagnosis of malignant tumors of the breast, lung, stomach, prostate gland, thyroid gland, and other carcinomas which commonly spread to bone, and in evaluating the extent of involvement of primary bone tumors, multiple myeloma, etc. Such studies should be particularly useful in patients in whom extensive surgery is proposed for the possibility of total extirpation of neuaplastic tissue, since demonstration of a previously unrecognized metastasis may influence the proposed therapy. Lymphomas, such as Hodgkin's disease, frequently involve bone, and it has been recommended that patients with these disorders have radioisotopic skeletal surveys as a part of their initial staging. Subsequent to initial evaluation of patients with various carcinomas and sarcomas, periodic radioisotopic skeletal surveys may be useful in demonstrating presence and extent of bone lesions. A large number of nonmalignant conditions can result in abnormal deposition of radioisotopes in bone (arthritis, fractures, osteomyelitis, Paget's disease, etc.). Whether sufficient beneficial information can be obtained from the performance of a radioisotopic bone study in patients with these non-neoplastic diseases to warrant the performance of such a study remains to be established.

**Hazards**

There are no reported cases of adverse reaction to the administration of carrier-free fluorine-18 in isotonic saline solution. The radiation dose received by the patient in association with a typical fluorine-18 bone study is considered comparable to that which he would receive from similar X-ray studies.

For further information call collect (415) 658-2184
5855 Christie Avenue, Emeryville, California 94608
Schwarz/Mann—the major factor in radioimmunoassay—announces an impressive array of new kits. [What's in it for you?]

Radioimmunoassay: a quantum leap forward
Radioimmunoassay is being properly heralded as an analytical tool with a "high degree of specificity and exquisite sensitivity." How specific? How sensitive? These in vitro radioimmunoassay techniques permit measurement of less than one micromicrogram (yes, micro-micro!) in the presence of (normally) interfering substances at concentrations several billion times higher. And beyond this exceptional sensitivity and specificity, radioimmunoassay also offers rapidity, precision, and low cost.

Radioimmunoassay: not a dream for tomorrow
Schwarz/Mann has developed radioimmunoassay into a practical, convenient tool suitable for routine research and clinical use. Today. Our involvement and expertise in this field is a natural outgrowth of our position of leadership in the development of research products for the life sciences. (To be specific: our current Radiochemical Catalog fills 60 pages, while our current Biochemical Catalog fills 106 pages.)

Radioimmunoassay: kits available now
- Digoxin ["H] Renin Activity
- Digoxin ["H] Insulin
- Digitoxin ["H] Human Growth Hormone
- Digitoxin [125I] (And please note that Schwarz/Mann kits provide a maximum system for digitalis therapy. necessary reagents.)

Radioimmunoassay: kits available soon
- Cyclic AMP Plasma Cortisol
- Angiotensin II Gastrin
- Human Placental Lactogen Thyroxin
- Vitamin B12 Colon Cancer Antigen

Radioimmunoassay: would you like detailed information?
Now for the complete story, call your local Schwarz/Mann representative, or complete the coupon below, or write directly to Schwarz/Mann, Orangeburg, New York 10962 (Telephone 914-359-2760), Division of Becton, Dickinson and Company.

---

Schwarz/Mann, Orangeburg, N.Y. 10962

I would appreciate further information on:

- [ ] Digoxin Kits
- [ ] Digitoxin Kits
- [ ] Renin Activity Kits
- [ ] Insulin Kits
- [ ] Human Growth Hormone Kits
- [ ] Cyclic AMP Kits
- [ ] Angiotensin II Kits
- [ ] Human Placental Lactogen Kits
- [ ] Vitamin B12 Kits
- [ ] Plasma Cortisol Kits
- [ ] Gastrin Kits
- [ ] Thyroxin Kits
- [ ] Colon Cancer Antigen Kits
- [ ] Aldosterone Kits
- [ ] Testosterone Kits
- [ ] Glucagon Kits
- [ ] Prostaglandins Kits
- [ ] I would be interested in radioimmunoassay workshops if available in my area.

Name ________________________________
Title ________________________________
Department __________________________
Institution ___________________________
Address ______________________________
______________________________________ Zip _______
Why are NMS systems the best?
Because we offer these important features over other time-lapse photographic systems:

- **Electronic Film Identification**
- **Remote Control Operation**
- **Variable Image Size**
- **Interface to Scintillation Camera**
- **Direct Oscilloscope Viewing**
- **Anti-Theft Locking Device**

For further information contact:

Nuclear Medical Systems, Inc.
142 Mineola Avenue, Roslyn Heights, N.Y. 11577
Maxims to Choose a Scintillation Camera by

1. Be not dissuaded: diagnostic certitude is to be cherished above all.
2. Before you diagnose the patient, be sure you can diagnose the machine.
3. First, diagnostic confidence. Everything else, second.
4. Choose not a scintillation camera that asks you to accept its output on faith.
5. Sacrifice diagnostic certainty last.

6. Be not kidded: resolution is not the be-all, and end-all. (Ask about uniformity, ask about linearity, ask about speed, for example.)
7. Resist not the temptation to take a good, hard look at the Dynacamera™ 2 for it is the one that provides good, hard information.

For elaboration—and for detailed Dynacamera 2 "application data sheets"—contact your local Picker man or write Picker Corporation, Dept. C12, 333 State Street, North Haven, Connecticut 06473.
Raytheon's Sonascan is an advanced ultrasonic imaging device for two-dimensional visualization of soft tissue structures without radiation.

This unique contour scanning device provides rapid cross-sectional imaging in obstetrical and gynecological applications. It can determine placental localization, hydatidiform mole, ectopic and multiple pregnancy, and solid or cystic ovarian tumors. It also can provide continuous monitoring of fetal development.

Other applications include differentiation of cystic and solid masses, as well as mapping of the liver, kidney, spleen, gall bladder and the carotid artery for blocks and occlusions.

Sonascan features a rugged, direct-contact scanner mounted on a movable stand, plus:
- Image minification and magnification in seven steps
- Transverse to longitudinal scanning accomplished without moving the patient
- Patient's name and pertinent information recorded on Polaroid film automatically
- Camera mounting for 35 mm or Polaroid back as desired
- Light beam marker to illuminate plane of scan
- Wide frequency response — 1, 2.25, 5 and 10 megahertz.

For additional information and pricing, or for the name of your nearest Raytheon sales office, contact Raytheon Company, Medical Electronics, 190 Willow St., Waltham, Mass. 02154. Telephone (617) 899-5949.

In medical electronics... Raytheon makes things happen.
POSITIONS OPEN

NUCLEAR MEDICINE: PHYSICIAN to manage a clinical nuclear medicine laboratory, develop and maintain a research program in conjunction with an active department of radiation therapy and radiation biology research. John Frich, M.D., Allegheny General Hospital, 320 E. North Ave., Pittsburgh, Penna. 15212.

REGISTERED ISO TOPE TECHNOLOGIST—To open Nuclear Medicine unit in 185 bed general hospital located in heart of year round resort area of beautiful Western North Carolina. Expansion program underway to 320 beds. Salary range $7,800—$9,000/yr. Free retirement plan, other generous benefits. Contact Personnel Director, St. Joseph's Hospital, "All America" Asheville, North Carolina 28801.

POSITIONS WANTED

RADIATION PHYSICIST, MSc, 5 years experience, familiar with both Picker and Nuclear Chicago gamma camera, Varian Linac, AECL CO-69 teletherapy unit, etc. Reply R. A. Rocchio, 7717 Tuscarora St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221. Tel. (412) 731-4990.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE-RADIATION BIOLOGY FELLOWSHIP—A FELLOWSHIP IN NUCLEAR MEDICINE-RADIATION BIOLOGY is available at the Little Rock, Veterans Administration Hospital. This is a research oriented program for graduate physicians or dentists who wish to become familiar with the field of radiation research. The training provides experience in general cellular and molecular radiation biology, biometry, computer applications, radiologic physics, etc. If desired, clinical and research experience in Nucelar Medicine is available. The salary for the first year is $14,000. For information contact: Chief, Nuclear Medicine and Radiation Biology, Veterans Administration Hospital, Little Rock, Arkansas 72201.

THIRD ANNUAL SEMINAR IN NUCLEAR MEDICINE

Colby College, Waterville, Maine August 15–21, 1971

For the third year, physicians and scientists concerned with the application of radioactive tracers in medical diagnosis and therapy will gather to review the basic principles and recent advances in the field. The first day will be concerned primarily with fundamentals, while the next four days will cover practical applications of radioactive tracers in clinical medicine. Imaging, dynamic function, and in vitro tests and their relationship to the practice of medicine will be covered by lectures, panel discussions, and presentation of illustrative cases. The material will be of value to physicians preparing for certification examinations in nuclear medicine, as well as for those now devoting their full time to nuclear medicine. Basic scientists will find the course a useful orientation to the clinical uses of radioactive tracers.

HENRY N. WAGNER, JR., M.D., Director, Professor of Radiology, School of Medicine, Professor of Radiological Science, School of Hygiene and Public Health, The Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions.

IRVING I. GOODOF, M.D., Associate Director, Pathologist, Thayer Hospital, Waterville, Maine; President (1966–1967) New England Chapter of Society of Nuclear Medicine.

FACULTY:

FRANK N. DELAND, M.D., Associate Professor, Department of Radiological Science, The Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions.

ALEXANDER GOTTSCALCH, M.D., Argonne Cancer Research Hospital, operated by the University of Chicago for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.

CRAIG HARRIS, Division of Nuclear Medicine, Duke University Medical Center.

JAMES L. QUINN, III, M.D., Director of Nuclear Medicine, Chicago Wesley Memorial Hospital.

Fee: $300—covering tuition, room, board, and recreational facilities. A limited number of wives and children can be accommodated at a small additional cost.

For Information: Paul D. Walker, Jr., Director, Special Programs, Colby College, Waterville, Maine 04901.
RESIDENCY AND FELLOWSHIPS IN NUCLEAR MEDICINE AVAILABLE JULY 1, 1971

For information contact:
John A. Burdine, M.D.
Chief, Nuclear Medicine Section
Department of Radiology
Baylor College of Medicine
Texas Medical Center
Houston, Texas 77025
Phone (713) 521-2272

SCHOOL OF NUCLEAR MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

One year hospital based program is now accepting applications for 1971–72 class. For further information write:
Jackson Memorial Hospital
Division of Nuclear Medicine
Attn. Miss Susan Cohen
1700 NW 10th Ave.
Miami, Fla. 33136

TORONTO INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

requires, for a new training programme leading to r.t.n.m., a registered technologist (nuclear medicine) diploma.

an individual experienced in nuclear medicine to develop and carry forward a training programme in nuclear medical technology, the applicant should have clinical, teaching and administrative experience.

and

an instructor in nuclear medical technology, the applicant should have clinical and teaching experience.

applicants should apply in writing to: the executive director, toronto institute of medical technology, 410, dundas street west, toronto 133, ontario, canada.

The coordinated program for PERTGEN®-99m, (Tc-99m generator) Capintec CRC-4 Dose Calibrator, and Collokit™ (Kit for Technetium Sulfide Tc 99m Injection) that clears up any doubts you may have about contamination, proper dosage, and Alumina or Moly breakthrough.

Abbott announces the Capintec CRC-4 Dose Calibrator.
A component of Quantum-99.
Why stop with a scintigram when there's more information down the road?

The typical scintillation camera gives you a scintigram that helps indicate the presence of a lesion. And only that. But one camera (and only one) has a built-in system to help characterize the lesion.

By offering this built-in "lesion characterization capability," Dynacamera™ 2 yields more diagnostic information than any other camera.

And lesion characterization can be achieved at the same time the static study is being done.

This capability permits functional comparisons of one region vs. another. And the comparisons are quantitative. (Output includes histogram plots of both regions.)

The Dynacamera 2 also permits imaging of two different radiotopes simultaneously. Plus quantitative data in the form of histograms.

What we're saying is: why stop short of lesion characterization when the name of the game is information? Why, indeed?

For maximum diagnostic information, for maximum diagnostic confidence, nothing touches the Dynacamera 2.

For further information and a series of Dynacamera 2 "application data sheets," speak to your Picker man or write Picker Corporation, Dept. D12, 333 State Street, North Haven, Connecticut 06473.

PICKER
YOU SEE IT

ALMOST EVERYWHERE

Now, more than ever in the history of personnel dosimetry, you can use one service because it incorporates all the best features of the present state of the art. We are referring, of course, to Landauer’s Gardray® film badge service.

With vapor barrier film wrapping, molded in filters, plus scores of other technical features, today, Gardray® service gives you the key advantages of computerization and automation while delivering the complete benefits of Landauer style attention and concern . . . R. S. Landauer, Jr. & Company, Glenwood Science Park, Glenwood, Illinois 60425 (312) 755-7000
Diagnostic Nuclear Medicine
Edward R. Powsner and David E. Raeside, Editors

“This unique book achieves a successful marriage between physics and medicine which texts by multiple authors have failed to do . . . The sections on dose calculations, radiobiology, and ‘wet lab’ procedures are particularly outstanding and are the long suits of this work.”—from the foreword by James L. Quinn III. • This new text is derived from a course taught by the authors at Wayne State University School of Medicine on the diagnostic approaches of radioisotopes. Primarily it serves as a highly readable introduction for students and residents in radiobiology, pathology, and medicine, but is also a useful review for physicians with an interest in nuclear medicine. Dr. Powsner, with background in physics, electrical engineering and clinical pathology, presents highly authoritative discussions of medical applications of radionuclide tracer techniques. Dr. Raeside adds his experience as an instructor to resident physicians on the physics of nuclear medicine, and a research background in nuclear spectroscopy. 640 pp. 314 illus. $30.00

Seminars in Nuclear Medicine
Leonard M. Freeman and M. Donald Blaufox, Editors

Each issue of this important new journal offers timely reviews on a single topic of current clinical significance. 1971 Topics—Radionuclide Studies of the Central Nervous System, Radionuclide Studies of the Lung, Diagnostic Radionuclide Studies of the Thyroid, Treatment of Thyroid Disease with Radionuclides. Quarterly, $17.50

The Current Status of Liquid Scintillation Counting
Edwin D. Bransome, Editor

Of value to both the beginner and expert researcher, this is the first truly comprehensive work on this subject to appear in many years, bringing together the latest information on the theory and practice of liquid scintillation counting. 416 pp. 263 illus. $19.75
This portable survey meter is also an area monitor, and it's always ready!

It's the double-duty Nuclear-Chicago LOG-SERIES survey meter. It stands in its charge/alarm base continuously monitoring radiation levels within your laboratory, instantly at hand for routine or emergency surveys.

Be prepared. In case of accidental spills, this single, two-part instrument is always ready with optimally charged batteries for any instantaneous monitoring need.

The ruggedized meter has an easy-to-read four-decade logarithmic scale. This log readout prevents scale "searching" in rapid-change situations and greatly reduces the likelihood of reading errors. Operation is simple.

There are three LOG-SERIES models to choose from, depending on the kind of sensitivity you need. You also have a choice of charge/alarm bases. Clicker (one click for every radiation event detected) or warbler (pulsating alarm tone at the level you preselect, plus a red warning light).

And remember, our portable LOG-SERIES is also an area monitor. Very practical. Very efficient. And not very expensive. For complete details and specifications, write for our 9100 Series data sheet.

NUCLEAR-CHICAGO
A SUBSIDIARY OF G. D. SEARLE & CO.
2000 Nuclear Drive, Des Plaines, Illinois 60018, U.S.A.

25 New formula now even more effective

for Radiodecontamination

Specifically formulated for broad-band ease and efficiency in cleansing glass, metal, and plastic labware of isotope activity. Safe for skin.

ISOCLEAN CONCENTRATE

ONE LITER BOTTLES
Each $6.90
Case of 6 $36.00

FOUR LITER BOTTLES
Each $22.00
Case of 4 $72.00

Contact:
ISOLAB INCORPORATED
Drawer 4350, Akron, Ohio 44321
Phone 216/825-4528

New formula now even more effective

ISOCLEAN CONCENTRATE

for Radiodecontamination

Specifically formulated for broad-band ease and efficiency in cleansing glass, metal, and plastic labware of isotope activity. Safe for skin.
The Cyclotron Corporation's new MULTISCAN makes possible rapid imaging of isotope distribution in the total body

Now you can obtain whole body scintigraphic images in 6 minutes

- Multiscan's high efficiency and energy range — up to 1.3 MeV — permit the study of a variety of body functions, such as iron kinetics using $^{59}$Fe.
- 4" x 5" Polaroid photo presents three simultaneous exposures of varying intensity for detailed interpretation.
- Optional soft gamma source and electronics provide an accurate superimposed body outline image.
- Simple controls and straightforward calibration routine permit operation by existing personnel.

THE CYCLOTRON CORPORATION
950 Gilman Street • Berkeley, California 94710 • (415) 524-8670

See actual scans from the MULTISCAN and get further information at the Society of Nuclear Medicine Show in Los Angeles at Booth 92...or write requesting our new brochure.
How to calculate the true cost of a medical equipment lease.

You can't count on your contract to tell you everything in simple English. It really takes a little translating.

And that is where Telco comes in. Our consultants can show you how to figure the differences in every type of renting and leasing agreement. How to understand the effects of depreciation and reimbursement.

For instance, what will it cost you to terminate your lease if your needs should change? Our Telco man can offer you a whole new idea! The Telco Lease Exchange.®

The Lease Exchange is a marketplace for long-term leases, that can help you avoid the penalties if you want to terminate your contract early.

So you see, the true cost of leasing medical equipment is different in every case. But it is written into your contract. The trick is knowing how to read it.

And that calls for a real understanding of monthly rentals, depreciation, residual value, and third-party reimbursement.

Let us translate your contract into English. It's an education.

I think I don't understand.

☐ Tell me more about calculating the true cost of a lease
☐ Tell me more about the Telco Lease Exchange

Name

Organization Dept.

Address

City/State Zip

I'm particularly interested in the following equipment

Mfr./Type Cost
don't take our word for it!

Questions about scanner performance and service are best answered by asking someone who has one. Why not ask someone who has an Ohio Nuclear scanner?

Let him tell you how this new instrument has been improved. Let him tell you how we back it up with prompt service by our scanner specialists. Strategically located, all are company-employed and factory-trained.

So, don't just take OUR word for it, write us, or call and we'll be happy to give you the locations of our scanners in your area.

Ohio-Nuclear, Inc.

7700 St. Clair Avenue, Mentor, Ohio 44060 (216) 951-0900
THERE ARE 19 APPROVED RADIOISOTOPES TODAY... CAN YOUR CALIBRATOR HANDLE THE NEXT 19 AS THEY’RE APPROVED?

Of all the instruments now available, only CAPINTEC Calibrators can measure an infinite number of isotopes. Other units are built to handle more only with expensive added components or time-wasting factory modifications.

To see for yourself how the unlimited capacity of CAPINTEC’s Calibrator compares with the limited capabilities of other instruments, visit us at booth #203 at the Society of Nuclear Medicine Exhibit, June 28th at the Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles, California . . . or write

CAPINTEC
63 East Sandford Boulevard, Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10550.

Products for Safety, Security, Quality Control

Instrument Isolators, Radiochemicals and Standards,
Radiation Monitoring Equipment, Radiotherapy Equipment,
Radioactive Waste Management, CAMAC Computer Interfacing Modules
Another new table designed specifically for Gamma Imaging from PGL.

IDEAL FOR ALL IMAGING SYSTEMS:
1) Scintillation & Positron Cameras (Pho/Gamma, Dyanacamera, etc.)
2) Single & Dual Headed Rectilinear scanners (Nuclear Chicago, Picker, Baird Atomic, Ohio Nuclear, Raytheon, etc.)
3) Multidetector Scanners (Dynapix, etc.)
4) Diagnostic X-Ray units.

UNIQUE FEATURES & CLINICAL BENEFITS

CONTINUOUS VERTICAL HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
- Allows vertical height adjustment with patient on table — convenient & accurate patient positioning.

LUCITE IMAGING TOP
- Transparent — detector head easily positioned below patient for posterior views. Strong — accommodates 400 lbs and still raises & lowers smoothly. Low Density — maximum transmission with low energy nuclides.

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
- Lucite Top: 72” x 30” x 1½”
- Vertical Height Adjustment: 24” to 36”
- Lower Frame: 64½” long, 28½” wide
- Wheels: 8” diameter chrome finish with conductive rubber tread
- Finish: Brushed aluminum and chrome
- Accessories provided: Restraining belt and polyurethane mattress with conductive vinyl cover

UNOBSSTRUCTED FRAME DESIGN
- No crossmembers or support bars to interfere with proper placement of probes, scanner heads, or camera detectors.

MOBILITY
- Large diameter casters to facilitate moving patients to and from department.

FOR FORMAL QUOTATION & ORDERING INFORMATION, CONTACT:
PGL 1280 COLUMBUS #404 SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94133 415-474-6338
This 29¢ Collimat™ will protect the collimator of your $100,000 Gamma Camera from contamination.

This new Collimat was developed to prevent any artifacts from coming into contact with the collimator face. It's applied as easy as a bandaid. Strip off backing and adhere to collimator face. When Collimat becomes contaminated peel it off and apply a new one. $30 per 100.

CDS PRODUCTS, P.O. BOX 198, CENTEREACH, NEW YORK OR CALL (212) 372-2689

---

You can trust the watchful eye of your Guardian Angel more than you can trust the scrutiny of a film badge service.

Not if you buy from ICN/Tracerlab.
You see, scrutiny is part of our service. A big part. And so are a lot of other important features such as complete compliance with Federal, State and Local regulations. NSF certification. And back-up films in case of loss or damage.
In addition to fast, accurate reporting, ICN/Tracerlab provides positive wearer identification. Quarterly, Annual and Lifetime exposure history. Plus comprehensive legal coverage designed to meet all known legal requirements. What's more,

ICN/Tracerlab services are available in weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly intervals. TLD and Custom Dosimetry Service also available.
So if you want a film badge service you can trust more than your Guardian Angel, call ICN/Tracerlab today.
East Coast (617) 891-0550
West Coast (714) 833-2500.

ICN... Big enough to know better.

ICN/Tracerlab
Chemical & Radiisotope Division
2727 Campus Drive Irvine, California 1601 Trapelo Road Waltham, Massachusetts
Now you can have all the nuclear equipment you need. Just don't buy it.

Sit down for just ten minutes with American Medilease and we'll show you how our special Leasing Package Plan can give you a new source of money for needed nuclear equipment. Even up to five years from now!

We'll show you: that by leasing what you need from us under LPP, capital stays put. And you don't have to raise new funds. You have a drawing account for new equipment as the demand arises.

We'll show you: that with new equipment costs reduced to small monthly rental payments, there's more money to work with for other essentials as you structure your budget. We'll prove that, in most cases, the equipment you lease under LPP pays its own way out of operational charges.

We'll show you: that a lease is generally acceptable for maximum Medicare, Medicaid, Blue Cross, etc., reimbursement. And how this combination of reimbursement, minimum monthly payments and 100% financing (without funding) helps conserve your operating capital even further.

We'll show you: that during the term of your LPP contract, it's possible to replace rental equipment with machines more suitable to your changing needs. We'll show you how this is facilitated through our widespread resources as the only leasing company specializing in nuclear equipment.

We'll show you: that through our affiliation with LMC Data, one of the largest data processing leasing and service organizations, we can also provide interfacing with computer services.

These are just some of the salient advantages offered under our Leasing Package Plan. All in all, you'll find it a most unique program in the long range funds it makes available. And in its totality of leasing services.

If the prospect of increasing your budget's buying power interests you, the ten minutes you give us will be well worth your time.

Either call Mr. John Fennell collect at (212) MU 9-4747 or Mr. James Gallagher at (215) WA 3-1851 or send now for more information:

american medilease, inc.
116 E. 27th St., New York, N.Y. 10016
With offices coast to coast and in Canada.

Gentlemen:
I'm interested in how your Leasing Package Plan can provide money for new equipment, even up to five years from now. Please send me full details.

NAME ___________________________________ TITLE __________________
YOUR HOSPITAL _____________________________________________
STREET _______________________________________________________
CITY ___________________ STATE _______ ZIP CODE _______
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The Camera with the Scanner image.

*A closer look at the old image surrounding Cameras, and at the new images being generated at Baird-Atomic.*

By Johan Govaert and Frank Troiani

Star Phantom\(^{27}\) Co 1 mc

Drawing of Star Phantom (Separation of radiants imaged all the way down to the separation of 2 to 2.5 mm by Autofluoroscope)

1. Model 5700 Autofluoroscope\(^{©}\) 140,000 counts, 80 seconds
   2 inches from Standard Collimator (All defects — bubbles — are accurately imaged. Separation of radiants imaged by Autofluoroscope at 2 to 2.5 mm)

2. Pho/Gamma-HP
   50,000 counts, 70 seconds
   2 inches from High Resolution Collimator

3. Dynacam\(^{™}\) on surface of Collimator

4. Model 5700 Autofluoroscope
   Positive Mode: lungs

5. Model 5700 Autofluoroscope
   Positive Mode: liver/spleen

Positive Brain Study

1. Model 5700 Autofluoroscope
   Left lateral 0% BS
2. Model 5700 Autofluoroscope
   Anterior 0% BS
3. 5 inch Rectilinear Scanner
   Left lateral
4. 5 inch Rectilinear Scanner
   Anterior

Patient: 66 year old male. CVA. Isotope: 10 mc \(^{99}\)mTc.

Traditionally, of course, Cameras have been valuable because of their through-put capabilities. That certainly is not an insignificant contribution to nuclear medicine. But one which we here at Baird (and no doubt elsewhere) have not been willing to leave alone. After all, there is a lot more to the picture — if you will — than that.

All of which has led B/A to several years of intensive and extensive work. Our Camera, the Autofluoroscope\(^{©}\), has always done a satisfactory job in the area of statics. But there, too, we were far from satisfied.

What we wanted was better image. Or, if possible, a whole new kind of image. We became determined to make our Camera produce images which were a significant order of magnitude better. We wanted images that could approach those obtainable by the Scanner.

*And as of now, we've got it.*

This comparative Star Phantom study shows that. Picture number 1 shows Baird's Model 5700 Autofluoroscope's image compared to those of the
Nuclear Chicago Pho/Gamma HP® and the Picker Dynacamera™ in pictures 2 and 3, respectively.

One thing which you'll notice right off is the accuracy with which the Auto- fluoroscope has imaged all defects — eg bubbles. And that the star radiants are imaged all the way down to the separation of 2 to 2.5mm.

Now take a look at pictures number 4 and 5. They show the Autofluoroscope's ability to image large organs — lungs and liver/spleen — in the positive mode.

All right. From there, let's pass on to a Positive Brain Study. This is of a 66 year old male, CVA. The isotope dosage is 10mc 99m Tc. Pictures 1 and 2 are made by the Model 5700 Autofluoroscope. Pictures 3 and 4 are of the same man, same data, but made by the 5-inch Rectilinear Scanner.

Quite frankly, we never expected the Camera to come along quite this far. We're getting the imaging capability, the clarity, the resolution from the Autofluoroscope that you'd only expect from the Scanner. With none of the narrow-focus problems. None of the concern for missing a lesion by being at the wrong depth.

Study the definition. Especially in the posterior fossa area. See how the skull shows up.

Quality of image. Depth of image. All the way through the head. The implications are fantastic.

**But that's not all.**

Finally, let's look into serial imaging. We have proven capability in quantitative function studies. Now, as you can see, we also offer exceptional clarity visualization of dynamic events. This cardiac study pretty much speaks for itself. It's a radio isotopic angiocardiogram, anterior view, of a normal subject.

It represents a Camera advance that's almost too good to be true. And, as a matter of fact, we could hardly believe it ourselves when we saw what we'd done.

But it is true.

What this means is that Baird-Atomic has taken the Autofluoroscope and compounded its value by giving it imaging capabilities like those of the Scanner in both statics and dynamics.

And the whole point is that, as of now, the Autofluoroscope isn't like any other Camera. It's virtually a new kind of instrument (incidentally, all the capabilities that we've talked about here can be readily installed in existing Autofluoroscopes).

Write us, or call us. Because there's a lot more to be said.

1. Radioactive bolus enters superior vena cava. Frames 157-160, 0-8 secs. 2. Bolus continues onto right atrium and right ventricle. Frames 161-164, 8-16 secs. 3. Clear visualization, right atrium, right ventricle and main pulmonary artery. Frames 165-168, 1.6-2.4 secs. 4. Bolus branches into right and left pulmonary arteries. Frames 169-172, 2.4-3.2 secs. 5 & 6. Bolus completes passage from heart to lung. Frames 173-176, 3.2-4.0 secs; frames 177-180, 4.0-4.8 secs. 7. Bolus in the lung field. Frames 183-188, 5.6-6.4 secs. 8. Bolus, now strung out, enters left side of heart (left atrium) clearly visualized. Frames 193-196, 7.2-8.0 secs. 9. Bolus in left ventricle, and passing up aorta. Frames 197-200, 8.0-8.8 secs. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14. Continuing passage of the activity through left atrium, left ventricle and aorta. Increased activity in left ventricle (11 and 13) and corresponding activity-increase in aorta (10 and 12) suggest delineation of heart contractions. Frames 201-220, 8.8-12.8 secs.

Anterior view, normal subject. 12.4 mc 99m Tc. I.V. Accumulation time .2 sec. per frame.
Isotope tomography is here.

Here's what Nuclear-Chicago's Pho/Gamma® Tomocamer™ System offers you (in addition to full, conventional capabilities of the Pho/Gamma Scintillation Camera):

- Four equally spaced, in-focus planes simultaneously displayed.
- Variable spacing of equally separated focal planes—from 1/2 to 1-1/2 inches.
- Distance from collimator to farthest focal plane is variable to 7-3/4 inches.
- Pho/Gamma tomographic images can be recorded, replayed, and analyzed with the Pho/Gamma Data-Store/Playback System.

Obscuring events above and below each plane of focus are effectively "tuned out."

And much more.

Your Nuclear-Chicago Sales Engineer has all the details. Or write us.

---

Brain, right lateral view. Standard scintiphoto.

Brain, right lateral views presented simultaneously in a single tomographic scintiphoto. Lesion in right frontal region is delineated best at 2- and 3-inch depths. Surgery revealed well differentiated adenocarcinoma.